Abstract Model transformations play a significant role in Model-Driven Engineering. However, their reuse mechanisms have yet to receive much attention. In this paper, we propose a comparison framework for rule inheritance in model-to-model transformation languages, and provide an in-depth evaluation of prominent representatives of imperative, declarative and hybrid transformation languages. The framework provides criteria for comparison along orthogonal dimensions, covering static aspects, which indicate whether a set of inheriting transformation rules is well-formed at compile-time, and dynamic aspects, which describe how inheriting rules behave at run-time. The application of this framework to dedicated transformation languages shows that, while providing similar syntactical inheritance concepts, they exhibit different dynamic inheritance semantics and offer basic support for checking static inheritance semantics, only.
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paradigm to the "everything is a model" paradigm [Béz05] . In this context, model transformations are crucial for the success of MDE [SK03] , being comparable in role and importance to compilers for high-level programming languages. Support for large transformation scenarios is still in its infancy, since reuse mechanisms such as inheritance have received little attention so far [KKS07] , although the concept of inheritance plays a major role in metamodels, as revealed, e.g., by the evolution of the UML standard [MSZJ04] . As inheritance is employed in metamodels to reuse feature definitions from previously defined classes, inheritance between transformation rules is useful in order to avoid code duplication and consequently maintenance problems. Although this need has been recognized by developers of transformation languages, the design rationales underlying individual transformation languages are not comparable at first sight. This makes it difficult to understand how these constructs are to be used. Therefore, we propose a comparison framework for rule inheritance in model-tomodel transformation languages 1 that makes explicit the hidden design rationales. The proposed framework categorizes the comparison criteria along three orthogonal dimensions -analogous to the three primary building blocks of programming languages [ASU86] . The first two dimensions comprise static criteria: (i) the syntax, a transformation language defines with respect to inheritance and (ii) the static semantics, which indicates whether a set of inheriting transformation rules is wellformed at compile-time. The third dimension of the comparison framework describes how inheriting rules interact at run-time, i.e., dynamic semantics. On the basis of this framework, inheritance mechanisms in dedicated transformation languages are compared. In order to provide an extensive survey, representatives of the three common paradigms of imperative, declarative and hybrid transformation languages have been chosen [CH06] . In this context, we examined the imperative transformation languages Kermeta [MFJ05] and QVT-Operational [OMG09] , the declarative transformation languages Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [KKS07] and Transformation Nets (TNs) [Sch11] , and the hybrid transformation languages Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [JABK08] and Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL) [KPP08] . The results show that the inheritance semantics of these languages differ in various aspects, which has profound consequences for the design of transformation rules.
Outline. While Section 2 explains the rationale of this work, Section 3 presents the comparison framework with its three dimensions. In Section 4 we compare the inheritance mechanisms of the selected languages and present lessons learned in Section 5. Section 6 gives an overview on related work, and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Please note that this paper is an extended version of [WKK + 11], whereby three major parts have been added. First, for the static semantics, OCL constraints have been introduced based on a generic transformation language metamodel, providing the basis to implement the static semantics in specific transformation languages. Second, in the original version, the focus was on declarative transformation languages as well as on hybrid transformations languages covering the declarative parts, only. In contrast, in this extended version we also investigate imperative languages as well as imperative parts of hybrid approaches. Finally, an extensive survey on reuse mechanisms in transformation languages has been added to the related work section.
When developing a framework for comparing rule inheritance in model-to-model transformation languages, one starting point is to look at the well-known model transformation pattern (cf. Fig. 1 ) and to examine where the introduction of inheritance would play a role. As may be seen in Fig. 1 , a transformation specification consists of a set of rules, which are responsible to describe how source models should be transformed into target models. In this context, the transformation rules may inherit from each other in order to avoid code duplication. Obviously, in order to enable rule inheritance, a transformation language must define syntactic concepts (cf. question 1 in Fig. 1 ), which leads to the first dimension of our comparison framework, namely syntax. In this context, the following questions are of interest:
• Which types of inheritance are supported? Does the transformation language support only single or multiple inheritance?
• Are abstract rules supported? Is it possible to specify transformation behavior that is purely inherited?
In addition to syntax, further well-formedness constraints on the transformation rules must hold (cf. question 2 in Fig. 1 ), which represents the second dimension, namely static semantics. Thereby, the following questions may arise:
• In which way may a subrule modify a superrule? For instance, how may the types of input and output elements be changed in subrules such that they may be interpreted in a meaningful way?
Static Semantics
When is a set of rules wrt. inheritance well-formed at compile-time?
Syntax
Which syntactic constructs wrt. • When is a set of inheriting rules (i.e., rules that inherit from others) defined unambiguously? Are there sets of rule definitions that do not allow selecting a single rule for specific instances?
A transformation specification is usually compiled into executable code, which is interpreted by a transformation engine that takes a source model and produces a target model by executing the transformation. The main challenge in executing the transformation is the dispatching of rules for source model instances, i.e., selecting and applying rules for specific instances. In declarative transformation languages, rule selection is performed automatically, whereas in imperative transformation languages rule selection must be performed by the transformation designer. Finally, hybrid approaches combine these two paradigms. Again several questions concerning the interpretation of inheritance at run-time arise (cf. question 3 in Fig. 1 ), which leads to the third dimension, namely dynamic semantics:
• Which instances are matched by which rule? If a rule is defined for a supertype, are the instances of the subtypes, i.e., the indirect instances of the supertype, also affected by this rule?
• How are inheriting rules executed? Either top down or bottom up the rule inheritance hierarchy?
Please note that although the last two questions seem applicable to transformations languages, which perform rule selection automatically, only, these questions are also crucial for imperative transformation languages, since dynamic dispatching of rules may be used, i.e., a general rule is called statically, but nevertheless, the most specific subrule should be executed for a given instance at run-time.
Comparison Framework
This section presents our framework for comparing inheritance support in model-tomodel transformation languages, which are used to describe transformations between object-oriented metamodels, conforming to, e.g., Ecore 2 or MOF2 3 . Although metamodeling languages such as MOF2 support refinements between associations, e.g., subsets or redefines, these are out of scope of this paper. As shown in Fig. 2 , the comparison criteria may be divided into the three dimensions of (i) syntax, (ii) static semantics, and (iii) dynamic semantics. These dimensions and the corresponding sub-criteria are described in the following subsections.
Syntax
This subsection provides criteria for comparing the supported syntactic concepts of model-to-model transformation languages. We consider both, general criteria (e.g., the numbers of input and output elements of a rule) and inheritance-related criteria (e.g., whether single or multiple inheritance is supported). The general criteria are included in the comparison, since they play a major role when investigating the static semantics of inheriting transformation rules (cf. Section 3.2).
• Number of Input Elements General Criteria. To identify the criteria for comparison, we analyzed (i) the features of transformation languages, and (ii) the classification of model transformation approaches presented in [CH06] . The identified features are expressed in a metamodel, shown in Fig. 3 (cf. area Transformation Metamodel ) illustrating the core concepts of rule-based model-to-model transformation languages. A Transformation typically consists of several TransformationRules. A TransformationRule comprises an InPattern, referring to InputElements of the source metamodel, and an OutPattern, referring to OutputElements of the target metamodel. Please note that programmed graph transformations and TGGs distinguish between (i) rule parameters and (ii) input/output elements, whereby we consider only the latter. A general distinguishing criterion is the allowed number of input and output elements. Furthermore, transformation languages typically support the definition of a Condition, which may be interpreted in different ways (cf. Section 3.3). Furthermore, they provide the possibility of setting values for target features by means of Assignments. Please note that the relationships between the transformation language and the metamodeling language (cf. area Extract of MOF ) are explicitly illustrated. In particular, InputElements and OutputElements refer to Classes and Assignments compute values for Features, which are contained by the classes referenced by the OutputElements. Finally, as already introduced, TransformationRules may be either applied automatically by the transformation engine or explicitly called by the transformation designer. To represent these two kinds, a rule may be marked as being lazy, whereby lazy means that the rule has to be explicitly called.
Inheritance-Related Criteria. In the context of inheritance-related aspects, three criteria are relevant. First, a TransformationRule may inherit from either one or multiple other transformation rules, depending on whether single or multiple inheritance is supported. Second, the concept of abstract rules may be supported in order to specify that a certain rule is not executable per se but provides core behavior that may be reused in subrules. Finally, one may distinguish between different refinement modes, which determine how inherited assignments are incorporated into inheriting rules (cf. enumeration RefinementMode in Fig. 3) . First, override implies that when a subrule refines an assignment of a superrule, the assignment of the subrule is executed together with those assignments in the superrule which are not overridden. In the refinement mode inherit first the assignments of the superrule are executed, and then the assignments of the subrule may alter the resulting intermediate result (such as by initializing some state by a supercall and then altering this intermediate result). Third, merge means that again both assignments are executed, but first the assignments of the subrule and then the assignments of the superrule are executed.
Finally, the refinement mode extend induces that inherited assignments may not be changed at all. For consistency reasons, all assignments inherited from a certain rule should follow the same refinement mode. Therefore, the class Refinement is modeled as an association class on the association modeling the inheritance relationship between transformation rules in Fig. 3 .
Static Semantics
In the previous subsection, we identified criteria targeting the comparison of syntactic concepts. Now we elaborate on criteria relevant for checking the static semantics of rule inheritance. These criteria reflect the following semantic constraints: (i) incompatibility of input and output elements of subrules and superrules in terms of type and number, (ii) non-instantiability of abstract classes, (iii) missing concrete rule for an abstract rule, (iv) ambiguities in rule definitions, and (v) conflicts in multiple inheritance. In order to clarify the semantics of each static constraint and to provide the basis to implement the static semantics in specific transformation languages, a specification on basis of OCL 4 is provided.
Incompatibility of Input and Output Elements
In the context of transformation rules, both feature assignments and conditions should be inheritable to subrules. Thus, it must be ensured that the types of the input and output elements of subrules provide at least the features of the types of the elements of the superrule. Consequently, types of the input and output elements of a subrule might become more specific than those of the overridden rule. The inheritance hierarchy of the transformation rules must thus, exhibit the same structure as the inheritance hierarchy of the metamodels. This means that co-variance for input and output elements is demanded, conforming to the principle of specialization inheritance in object-oriented programming. This is in contrast to popular design rules for object-oriented programming languages, where a contra-variant refinement of input parameters and a co-variant refinement of output parameters of methods is required to yield type substitutability, also known as specification inheritance [LW93] . Specification in OCL. For ensuring co-variance of input and output elements, the OCL constraint (invariant) shown in Listing 1 must hold for each transformation rule. The constraint is shown for input elements only, since it is analogous for output elements. Since co-variance must be ensured for all directly contained InputElements of the context rule, first an iteration over all InputElements has been specified (cf. line 3). Second, it is checked, if the currently processed InputElement overrides an InputElement of a superrule (cf. lines 4-7). For this, the set of all effectively inherited InputElements (cf. helper function allEffInhIE()) is calculated. This set contains all InputElements, which are directly inherited by the context rule. To exemplify this, Fig. 4 shows a simple example with three inheriting rules. The set of all effectively inherited InputElements for rule CR2Z includes myVarName1 pointing to type B and myVarName2 pointing to type R. myVarName1 pointing to type A is not included, since it is overridden in rule BR2Y. Finally, if a certain InputElement of the current rule overrides an InputElement of a superrule, i.e., if the varName of the current InputElement is contained in the set of varNames of the effectively inherited InputElements (cf. lines 4-7), then the actual co-variance check is performed. For this, the set of all superclasses of the type of the current InputElement including the type of the current InputElement is calculated (cf. line 9 by calling the helper function defined on line 20). This set must then contain the type of the overridden InputElement (cf. lines 10-11). In case of the example depicted in Fig. 4 , the set of all supertypes including the current type of myVarName1 of rule CR2Z is {C, B, A}. Since B, i.e., the type of the effectively inherited InputElement, is included in this set, the co-variance condition for rule CR2Z is fulfilled.
Non-Instantiability of Abstract Classes
Since abstract classes cannot be instantiated, it must be ensured statically that no concrete rule tries to create instances of an abstract target class as output. Only abstract rules are allowed in this case, since they are not themselves executed, but must be refined by a subrule. The situation is different for abstract source classes: although an abstract source class cannot have any direct instances, indirect instances may be affected by the transformation rule.
Specification in OCL. For ensuring this constraint, again an invariant in OCL has been specified as shown in Listing 2. This invariant specifies that if a rule is concrete (cf. line 3) then all classes referenced by the OutputElements of the rule must be concrete (cf. lines 6-10). In this context, OutputElements may also be inherited from superrules. Consequently, not only the directly contained OutputElements of the context rule must be checked, but also inherited OutputElements. To achieve the set of inherited OutputElements, the set of all effectively inherited OutputElements (which is analogously defined to the set of effectively inherited InputElements -cf. Listing 1) must be calculated with a corresponding helper function (cf. allEffInhOE()). In case of the rule B2YU of the example shown in Fig. 5 , this set comprises the OutputElements myVarName2 pointing to type X and myVarName3 pointing to type U. This set must then be reduced by those OutputElements, which are overridden in the current rule (cf. reject()-operation in line 6) -in case of the example the variable myVarName2 of the rule A2X is overridden and thus, removed from the set. In order to consider also the OutputElements of the context rule, the resulting set is unified with OutputElements of the context rule (cf. union()-operation in line 7). Consequently, the set of classes, which must not be abstract, includes type U referenced by myVarName3 and type Y referenced by myVarName2. Since type U is abstract, the example shown in Fig. 5 does not fulfill the given constraint.
Missing Concrete Rule for an Abstract Rule
In order to execute the transformation code specified within an abstract rule, at least one concrete rule needs to be specified, which inherits from an abstract rule. However, since this does not lead to an error during execution, only a warning should be given to the user.
Specification in OCL. For ensuring this constraint, it is first checked if the context TransformationRule is abstract (cf. line 3 in Listing 3). If this is the case, then all subrules are collected by an according helper function (cf. line 7-9). In the resulting set of rules, at least one concrete rule has to exist (cf. line 4). 
Ambiguities in Rule Definitions
Provided that rules inherit from each other, it has to be ensured that a single rule may be determined for a specific instance or a specific set of instances, respectively. Consequently, the rules in an inheritance hierarchy must match for disjoint sets of objects, since otherwise redundant target model instances may result, if the multiple processing of input elements is not prohibited.
Although the dispatching of rules is tightly coupled to the dynamic semantics, the fact that more than one rule potentially matches for a single instance or a set of instances, respectively may be anticipated statically to a certain extent. Basically, disjoint sets may be either achieved (i) by subtyping, or (ii) by corresponding conditions, which divide the instances into the required sets, assuming that the most specific rule is applied to a certain instance and that the multiple processing of input elements is prohibited. This means also that if an object is matched and transformed by a specific rule, more general rules should not match and transform this element again. Given the fact that input elements may change in type or number in subrules, four valid cases ensuring rule compatibility exist as shown in Fig. 6 and detailed in the following.
• Same number, different types: In the first case, transformation rules with the same number of input elements, but with different types have been defined. In this case, the required disjoint subsets are achieved by subtyping, i.e., the subrule C2Z refines the types of the input elements from A and B, respectively to C. Consequently, it is clearly defined, that the subrule C2Z matches for C instances, whereas the superrules A2X and B2Y match for instances of types A and B, respectively.
• Same number, equal types: In this case, transformation rules with input elements of equal types and same number exist. Thus, the needed disjoint subsets may be achieved by conditions, only, since the input elements exhibit no other distinguishing factor.
• Different number, different types: The third case incorporates a different number of input elements as well as different types. Consequently, the needed subsets are built by subtyping -as in case (a). • Different number, equal types: Finally, the fourth case includes a different number of input elements, but the types of the input elements inherited from the superrules have not changed in the subrule (cf. input element A). Due to the equal typing of the inherited input elements, the required disjoint subsets may again only be achieved by conditions. However, this time the condition is given by the fact, that the subrule demands for more elements, i.e., the subrule AB2Y matches all A instances that exhibit a link to an instance of B, whereas the remaining instances may be matched by the superrule A2X.
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In summary, it must be ensured statically, that the input and output elements are changed in a co-variant manner and the number might be extended, only. If the types of input elements are refined, subsets by subtyping are automatically built. In case that the types of input elements are not refined, it might only be checked that at least all the subrules specify conditions. The decision, whether these conditions really select disjoint subsets would be a task for program analysis. One interesting question that remains open in the context of cases (b) and (d) is whether the instances that do not fulfill any of the conditions of the subrules are matched by the superrule (provided that the superrule is concrete). Since this question is closely related to dynamic semantics, it is further discussed in Section 3.3.
Multiple Dispatching Problem. A special case of rule ambiguities may arise in the context of scenario 1 (cf. same number of input elements with different types). Provided that a rule requires multiple input elements, the situation may arise that there is no single rule for which the match in run-time types is closer than all the other rules. This is analogous to the problem that arises in multiple dispatching as needed for multi-methods (cf. [ADL91, Cha92] ), since choosing a method requires the run-time type not of a single input element, only but of a set of input elements. Thus, the method whose run-time types most closely match the statically specified types should be dispatched at run-time.
A simple example of a rule ambiguity problem is depicted in Fig. 7 . In this context, three transformation rules are specified taking two input elements of different metamodel types, respectively. Now, suppose that a pair of instances (b,y) of type B and Y is transformed, and let us assume that the rules might also match indirect instances. The transformation engine should now look for a rule, whose arguments most closely match the pair (b,y). In this case, no single rule may be determined, since RuleBX2... and RuleAY2... are equally good matches. Thus, the set of defined transformation rules is ambiguous. The actual check for rule ambiguities may be implemented in an imperative language such as Java, since for this check, a complex data structure has to be computed and processed. Thus, we refrain to present a concrete OCL constraint for this check. To actually implement this derived property, algorithms for explicit disambiguation in the area of multi-methods may be applied. For instance, in [AD96] an algorithm is proposed, which calculates a minimal set of method redefinitions necessary for disambiguation. This algorithm consists of two steps. In the first step, so-called pole signatures are calculated, whereby these pole signatures represent a minimal set of combinations of types, for which the algorithm must check for ambiguities. In the second step, the algorithm computes the most specific applicable (MSA) method for each pole signature, whereby the basis for method specificity is a precedence relationship: a method m i is more specific than a method m j , if all arguments of m i are subtypes of the arguments of m j . An ambiguity arises, if for a certain pole signature more than one MSA method exists.
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To exemplify this, Fig. 8 depicts an example. One may see that three different rules with different arguments have been specified. To achieve the set of pole signatures, first the pole types for each argument position have to be calculated. This is achieved by collecting the types appearing at a certain position (e.g., {A,B,C}) and adding those types from the class hierarchy, which inherit from multiple classes -in the inheritance hierarchy shown in Fig. 8 , the type D must be added, since this is the only type, which inherits from multiple classes (A and B) and is not yet in the set of {A,B,C}. The set of pole signatures is then achieved by building the cartesian product of the set of pole types on the different argument positions. This set of pole signatures may be reduced by the signatures appearing in the given rules, since for these signatures, no ambiguity may arise (in the example {{A,G},{B,F},{C,G}}). Consequently, in the second step of the algorithm, ambiguities have to be checked for 
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Transformation exhibits ambigious rule definitions five different pole signatures in this example. For this, the MSA rules are calculated for each pole signature and if more than one MSA rule exists, an ambiguity arises, as is the case for the pole signature {D,G} in the example since RuleAG2... and RuleBF2... are both applicable and none of them is more specific than the other one.
Conflicts in Multiple Inheritance
The diamond problem [Tai96] , also referred to as fork-join inheritance [Sak89] , arises, when contradicting assignments are inherited via different inheritance paths. Consider, for instance, the common superrule A2W in Fig. 9 , which contains an assignment for feature f4. This assignment is overridden within the transformation rules B2X and C2Y. Thus, it cannot be decided in the rule D2Z which assignment should be applied for feature f4, unless assistance is given by the transformation designer, e.g., either by selecting one of the inherited assignments or by specifying a specific assignment for feature f4 in rule D2Z. Specification in OCL. For detecting conflicts in multiple inheritance, Listing 4 depicts the corresponding OCL invariant. By means of a helper function (cf. allEffOE()), the set of all effective output elements for a transformation rule is calculated first. For each element of this set, the set of all inherited assignments is calculated by means of another helper function (cf. allInhAssignments()), whereby for each assignment, the affected feature, the rule as well as the distance from the context rule to the rule setting the feature is stored. The output of this function for a concrete example is illustrated on the right hand side of Fig. 10 . The resulting set of assignments is reduced by those assignments, which are overridden in the current context rule (cf. line 3). This is done, since those assignments may not result in a conflict anymore (cf. case 2 in Fig. 10 ). The remaining assignments are then examined for occurring conflicts (cf. lines 4-5). A conflict exists, if two assignments target the same feature, occur at the same distance and originate from different rules. This is, since assignments originating from the same rule exhibit the same specification and thus, no conflict might arise (cf. case 1 in Fig. 10 ). Furthermore, if the distance is different, the most specific assignment, i.e., the one, which is closer to the context rule, wins (cf. case 3 in Fig. 10 ). 
Dynamic Semantics
Now we shift our focus from static to dynamic semantics, i.e., how transformation specifications may be interpreted at run-time. In this context, two main aspects are investigated: (i) which rules apply to which instances, i.e., dispatch semantics, and (ii) how a set of inheriting rules gets executed, i.e., execution semantics. Dispatch Semantics. In order to execute transformation specifications, it must be determined which rules apply to which instances, i.e., transformation rules must be dispatched for source model instances. In [CH06] , potential strategies and scheduling variations of rules were discussed, but without any focus on inheritance. Thus, literature does not indicate, whether type substitutability should be considered in the context of model transformations -instead there exists work on model typing [SJ07] , i.e., when a whole model is substitutable by another model, only. The principle of type substitutability is well-known in object-oriented programming and states that if S is a subtype of T, objects of type T may be safely replaced by objects of type S [LW93] . Type substitutability for transformation rules would thus, mean that if a rule may be applied to all instances of class T, then this rule may also be applied to all instances of all subclasses of T. Consequently, if no specific subrule is defined for instances of a subclass, then these instances of the subclass may be transformed by the rule defined for the superclass. However, as already stated, if an object is matched and transformed by a specific rule, more general rules should not match and transform this element again.
Concerning the evaluation of the conditions three main strategies may be followed during dispatching. First, the condition is part of the matching process, i.e., if the condition fails, the rule is not applicable, but a superrule might be applied (rule applicability semantics). Second, the condition is not part of the matching process, i.e., the matching takes only place on the specified types of the input elements and thus, those elements, which do not fulfill the condition, are filtered, but never matched by a superrule anymore (filter semantics). Finally, a condition may represent a precondition on the source instances, i.e., instances that do not fulfill the condition are considered to be erroneous and therefore, an exception should be raised.
Execution Semantics. After having determined which rules are applicable to which source model instances, the question arises, how a set of inheriting rules is executed. A first distinguishing criterion is, whether the concept of inheritance is directly supported by the execution engine or whether it is first flattened to ordinary transformation code in a pre-processing step. Independent of whether the inheritance hierarchy is flattened or not, various strategies may be applied to evaluate conditions and to execute assignments. This raises questions such as "Are conditions of a superrule also evaluated?" and "Are the assignments of a superrule executed before the assignments of a subrule?". Hence, we investigated the main characteristics of executing methods in an inheritance hierarchy in object-oriented programming [Tai96] : (i) the completion of the message lookup, i.e., whether only the first matching method is executed (asymmetric) or all matching methods along the inheritance hierarchy are executed (composing), and (ii) provided that a composing completion of the message lookup is given, the direction of the message lookup, i.e., whether a method lookup starts in the subclass (descendant-driven) or in the superclass (parent-driven). Please note that the execution of the assignments may be influenced by the transformation designer in case that a transformation language offers different refinement modes, as discussed in Section 3.1.
Comparison of Transformation Languages
In this section, we use the criteria introduced in the previous sections to compare inheritance support in model-to-model transformation languages. The results are based on a carefully developed test set, which includes at least one test case for each criterion. These documented test cases including the example code, the metamodels, and source models may be downloaded from our project homepage 5 .
Comparison Setup
Before delving into the details of the comparison, the chosen set of transformation languages as well as a running example are introduced.
Chosen Transformation Languages
For the comparison, model-to-model transformation languages with dedicated inheritance support have been considered. In order to provide an extensive survey, representatives of the three common paradigms of imperative, declarative, and hybrid transformation languages have been chosen [CH06] . In this context, we examined the imperative transformation languages Kermeta 6 (version 1.4.0) and QVT-O 7 (version 3.1.0), the declarative transformation languages TGGs 8 and TNs [Sch11] , and the hybrid transformation languages ATL 9 (version 3.1.0) and ETL 10 (version 0.9.1). Please note that there are different implementations of TGGs, whereby our comparison bases on the one of MOFLON. Although MOFLON's current implementation of the execution engine of TGGs (MOFLON 1.5.1) does not yet support inheritance, TGGs were included, since specific literature concerning inheritance support exists [KKS07] . In order to compare the bidirectional TGG-based model transformation approach with unidirectional languages, we considered only the unidirectional forward translation.
Besides the imperative transformation language QVT-O, the QVT standard specifies additionally the declarative transformation language QVT Relations and a lowlevel language for specifying the semantics of QVT Relations, i.e. QVT Core. However, QVT Relations is not included in this survey, since QVT Relations supports the redefinition of whole rules, only, i.e., they do not allow the reuse of original rule definitions, and thus, no inheritance between rules is offered.
Running Example
In order to demonstrate the inheritance-related differences in the investigated languages, a running example is introduced. The example has been chosen to be as simple as possible to foster comprehensibility but nevertheless, complex enough to evaluate the key criteria of the framework. As may be seen in Fig. 11 , the example aims at transforming UML Statemachine models into according Petri Net models. For achieving this, the actual transformation specification includes three transformation rules, whereby the first transformation rule Statemachine2Petrinet is responsible for transforming the according root container objects of the models. The two remaining transformation rules ModelElem2Element and State2Place, inheriting from each other, should achieve the goal of transforming State instances into Place instances, whereby only State instances, whose kind is unequal "initial" and whose name is not null, should be transformed into according Place instances as defined by corresponding conditions. Another inheriting transformation rule Transition2PNTransition, which may transform Transition instances into PNTransition instances has been consciously omitted for demonstration purposes, e.g., to check if a superrule also matches for elements of subtypes if no specific rule has been defined.
In the following, the chosen transformation languages are evaluated according to the comparison framework. Consequently, first a comparison concerning syntactic constructs is performed (cf. Section 4.2), followed by the evaluation concerning the static semantic constraints (cf. Section 4.3). Finally, the dynamic semantics is investigated (cf. Section 4.4), in order to verify if different target models are produced by the transformation languages. 
Comparison of Syntax
As already mentioned, transformation languages allow to specify relationships between source metamodel elements and target metamodel elements by means of dedicated rules. For realizing a model transformation, the specified rules must be applied including recurring tasks. These tasks comprise (i) reading of the source model, (ii) dispatching of rules for source model elements, (iii) execution of the dispatched rules including the instantiation of target model elements and the establishing of a trace model between source model elements and target model elements, and (iv) writing of the target model. Depending on the style of the transformation language and the provided support, some of these tasks may happen transparent to the transformation designer, i.e., no syntactical elements have to be specified for them. For example, in declarative transformation languages the dispatching of rules for source model elements is transparent to the transformation designer, i.e., an abstraction from control flow is achieved. Although the support for these recurring tasks does not directly influence the syntactical elements provided for inheritance, it determines how the presented syntactical solutions for the running example look like and thus, they were shortly discussed beforehand. In the following, the syntactic elements with respect to inheritance provided by the inspected transformation languages are discussed. To illustrate them, exemplary solutions for the running example in the according languages are presented.
Imperative Languages
In imperative transformation languages, the transformation designer has to take care of the dispatching of rules. This gives full control over the transformation execution, but comes with additional efforts for orchestrating the rules in an appropriate way. Depending on the design of the imperative transformation language, other tasks may be transparent to the transformation designer such as building a trace model between the source and the target model automatically. In the following, the two imperative languages Kermeta and QVT Operational are evaluated according to the comparison framework.
Kermeta. Kermeta allows not only to specify model transformations, but also metamodels including OCL constraints and executable operations. Consequently, Kermeta may be described as a comprehensive environment for metamodel engineering [MFJ05] . Due to this general nature, Kermeta does neither support an explicit rule concept for model transformations nor any support for the recurring tasks of a model transformation out-of-the-box as described above, e.g., dispatching of rules for source model elements, tracing, etc. Although the missing rule concept might be simulated by classes with according methods, the missing support for the recurring tasks leads to verbose transformation specifications that must be defined again and again. Nevertheless, Kermeta is considered to be a dedicated imperative transformation language [CH06] and has thus, been included in this comparison.
In order to make Kermeta comparable with rule-based transformation languages, each transformation rule is implemented by one class and one additional class is responsible for rule dispatching (cf. Listing 5 and Listing 6). Consequently, to implement the running example, one ends up with three classes implementing the transformation rules Statemachine2PetriNet (cf. lines 2-18 in Listing 5), ModelElem2Element (cf. lines 21-33 in Listing 5), and State2Place (cf. lines 36-51 in Listing 5) as well as a third class StateMachine2Petrinet_Dispatcher (cf. Listing 6) for the dispatching of the transformation rules.
In this context, each class, which implements a transformation rule follows a certain style, i.e., implements three specific methods. The first method is responsible for implementing conditions (cf. method conditionFulfilled), the second one is responsible for implementing attribute assignments (cf. method attAssignments) and the third one is responsible for implementing reference assignments (cf. method refAssignments). Attribute assignments have been separated from reference assignments, since the assignment of references demands for the availability of the to be referenced objects and may thus, be performed after object creation, only, i.e., in a potential second pass by querying the established trace model.
If transformations in Kermeta are specified in this manner, it is possible to let the according transformation classes inherit from each other (cf. keyword inherits in line 36 in Listing 5), since each class follows the same style. However, some specifics must be regarded. First, Kermeta does neither support contra-variance of input parameters nor co-variance of output parameters. Consequently, all methods of classes in an inheritance hierarchy must exhibit exactly the same signatures. Thus, the methods in the class State2Place are also typed to ModelElems and Elements instead of States and Places, resulting in cast operations (cf. line 45 in Listing 5) for accessing specific attributes and references in subrules. Second, to actually override methods, the keyword for specifying methods must be operation in the superclass and method in all subclasses. Furthermore, the class Statemachine2Petrinet_Dispatcher has been realized. This class is responsible for iterating the source model elements and ensuring that the corresponding rules are dispatched for them. Additionally, the target model elements are instantiated and trace links are established. To follow the design rationale that the most specific rule is dispatched for a certain source model element, the transformation rules must be called in right order, i.e., from specific to general. For example the rule State2Place must be called before the rule ModelElem2Element to correctly transform State instances with the specific rule. To prevent multiple matches, i.e., to check whether a certain source model element has already been transformed by another rule, first always a query on the trace model is performed. After a first pass for object creation and attribute assignments, a second pass for reference assignments is done (cf. lines 57-76 in Listing 6). Concerning the evaluation of Kermeta according to the criteria posed in the evaluation framework with respect to syntax, one may now conclude that a transformation rule may reference an arbitrary number of source model elements as well as target model elements, since the methods conditionFulFilled, attAssignments, as well as refAssignments may exhibit an arbitrary number of parameters. However, please note that the number of parameters must not be changed in subrules -neither in type nor in number. Furthermore, although no explicit concept for specifying conditions is provided, this may be simulated by an according method returning a boolean value (cf. method conditionFulFilled). Since Kermeta is an imperative language the criterion rule type is evaluated as lazy. Additionally, in Kermeta a class may inherit from multiple other classes, i.e., multiple inheritance is supported. It is also possible to mark classes as being abstract in order to simulate abstract rules. Since Kermeta does not restrict the access to super classes, it is possible to simulate all the introduced refinements modes. For example, it is possible to realize the refinement mode inherit by first calling the attAssignments method of the base class and then altering some attribute values.
QVT Operational. QVT Operational (QVT-O), as the imperative protagonist of the QVT language family, represents a dedicated model-to-model transformation language. Consequently, QVT-O keeps most of the recurring tasks of a model transformation transparent to the transformation designer, e.g., automatically building a trace model during execution. However, since QVT-O is an imperative language, the dispatching of the transformation rules is not automatically achieved, i.e., the transformation designer must take care of the control flow by herself.
Transformation rules are denoted as mappings in QVT-O and consist of a single input element and an arbitrary number of output elements (cf. Listing 7). Additional input elements may be specified as according parameters of the mapping. Conditions restricting the applicability of a certain mapping may be specified in terms of OCL within a so-called when-clause (cf. lines 17 and 22). QVT-O allows to specify multiple supermappings, i.e., multiple inheritance is supported. Although abstract mappings may be syntactically specified, they are ignored at run-time, i.e., they are nevertheless executed 11 . In the context of inheritance, different refinement modes of assignments are provided depending on the keyword used for specifying the inheritance relationship between rules, e.g., the keyword inherit used in the example in Listing 7 implements the inherit semantics. Please note that a QVT-O transformation starts automatically with the main method, but mappings have to be explicitly invoked such as done in lines 7, 12, and 13 (cf. rule type lazy). In this context, the rules must be called in right order again, i.e., from specific to general. 1 modeltype pn uses 'petrinet_1'; 2 modeltype sm uses 'statemachine_1'; 
Declarative Languages
In contrast to imperative model-to-model transformation languages, declarative transformation languages release the transformation designer from the burden of specifying the control flow, since this is handled by the underlying execution engine. As a consequence, the resulting specifications for TGGs and TNs as depicted in Fig. 12 and in Fig. 13 do not contain any control sequences, but solely define declarative relations between source metamodel elements and their corresponding target metamodel elements (cf. rule type non-lazy in Table 1 ).
Triple Graph Grammars. Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) exhibit two different levels for the specification of model transformations -first a so-called type level to specify high-level correspondence nodes, i.e., trace links, and second a so-called rule level to specify the actual implementation of correspondence nodes, e.g., attribute assignments. In this context, TGGs allow for 1:1 correspondences on the type level, only, i.e., a single input and a single output element is supported. This is in contrast to the rule level, where an arbitrary number of input and output elements may be specified. For the specification of conditions, TGGs allow to attach OCL constraints to correspondence nodes on the type level, as may be seen in Fig. 12 . Inheritance itself is also specified between correspondence nodes, whereby multiple inheritance is supported. Furthermore, it is possible to specify abstract correspondence nodes, i.e., abstract transformation rules. However, TGGs do not provide means to specify different refinement modes -instead the refinement mode extend is assumed, i.e., assignments may be added, only, but assignments of a superrule must not be altered. On investigating the rule level view, one may further see that the inherited assignments are duplicated (e.g., name:=name in rule State2Place).
Transformation Nets. Transformation Nets are a declarative model-to-model transformation language, forming a DSL on top of Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) [JK09] . They may not only be used to specify model transformations, but may also act as compilation target for other declarative, rule-based model-to-model transformation languages for debugging. This is, since the explicit representation of all the ingredients of a model transformation -i.e., metamodels, models and transformation logicmakes them especially suitable for debugging. In this context, metamodel elements are represented by places, whereby a corresponding place exists for each class, each attribute and each reference. Additionally, model elements are represented by tokens, which are put into the according places. Finally, the actual transformation logic is represented by a system of transitions, which employ graphical patterns in order to describe the matching and producing of tokens (cf. Fig. 13 ). Further details of Transformation Nets may be found in [Sch11] .
In Transformation Nets, it is allowed to match for an arbitrary number of input elements (left side of a transition) and to produce an arbitrary number of output elements (right side of a transition). It is further possible to add conditions to transitions in terms of OCL constraints (extended with the capability to refer to the variables of a certain pattern with the symbol @ -cf. Fig. 13 ). Transformation Nets allow for multiple inheritance between transitions. Additionally, transitions may be marked as being abstract. Finally, no means are provided to define different refinement modes of assignments. Instead, the refinement mode override is implicitly assumed, whereby patterns of subtransitions may override patterns of supertransitions, if they exhibit the same color (variable), e.g., the pattern querying for State instances in 
Hybrid Languages
Hybrid languages allow to specify transformations by mixing up declarative constructs with imperative ones. For example in ATL and ETL, it is possible to specify declarative transformation rules that are executed by an underlying transformation engine -similar to declarative approaches. Additionally, these rules may incorporate imperative expressions for conditions and assignments. Moreover, both ATL and ETL allow to explicitly call transformation rules which are not automatically activated by the transformation engine, i.e., lazy rules. In order to make explicit the associated semantics for inheritance for the declarative parts as well as for the imperative parts, we present for each hybrid language two solutions for the running example. The first solutions ( d ATL and d ETL) are using non-lazy rules, only, whereas the second solutions ( i ATL and i ETL) are employing lazy rules. The resulting specifications are shown for d ATL and i ATL in Listing 8 and in Listing 9, respectively. Listing 10 shows the d ETL solution, while Listing 11 provides a solution in i ETL.
ATL. ATL allows for multiple input elements in the from pattern as well as multiple output elements in the to pattern. Furthermore, conditions may be specified in ATL in terms of OCL conditions after the last input element in the from clause (cf. lines 9 and 16 in Listing 8). Additionally, one rule may inherit from one single other rule by means of the keyword extends, i.e., single inheritance is supported, only. Please note that since the preceding version of this paper, an experimental version of ATL supporting multiple inheritance has been proposed [Wag11] . Nevertheless, this feature is not publicly available in the official distribution yet, and thus, has been neglected in the further comparison. Abstract rules are supported by means of the keyword abstract. Finally, concerning potential refinement modes of assignments, ATL does not provide specific keywords for explicitly choosing a specific semantics to be applied. Instead, override semantics is implicitly assumed. The mentioned language features are available for automatically matched rules (cf. Listing 8) as well as for lazy rules (cf. Listing 9). Lazy rules have to be additionally marked by the lazy keyword and are called by using thisModule.rule_name(input_elements) explicitly. The return value of a lazy rule is per default its first output element. Please note that the subsequent processing of the produced collection is necessary, because for elements which are not processed by any subrule, a trace entry is created and returned. However, an arbitrary number of output elements may be specified in the to pattern. Conditions may be defined in ETL by means of OCL after the keyword guard (cf. lines 10 and 18). Additionally, ETL allows for multiple inheritance, i.e., several superrules may be specified after the extends keyword. Furthermore, abstract rules may be specified with the annotation @abstract. Finally, ETL again implicitly assumes override semantics instead of providing several refinement modes of assignments. 
Synopsis
In summary, one may detect that the languages evaluated offer similar syntactic constructs for the specification of inheritance between transformation rules. Although some languages allow for single input or output elements, only, this does not necessarily influence the expressivity of the languages, since typically other means are provided to add further elements, e.g., multiple elements at the rule level in TGGs. Furthermore, all languages allow for the specification of conditions. In addition to that, all of the languages except ATL support multiple inheritance. Abstract rules are also possible in all languages. Finally, a main difference lies in the supported refinement modes for assignments as may be seen in Table 1 . Although foreseen in the language, they are nevertheless, executed such as concrete rules by the QVT O implementation 4 N elements are allowed on rule-level, only 5 Multiple inheritance has been proposed in [Wag11] , but is not publicly available yet
Comparison of Static Semantics
This part of the comparison evaluates to which extent the static semantics of inheritance is checked in each transformation language, being summarized in Table 2 .
Imperative Languages
In this subsection, the evaluation of the imperative languages Kermeta and QVT Operational is performed.
Kermeta. Concerning the input elements and output elements, Kermeta does neither support contra-variance of input parameters nor co-variance of output parameters. Consequently, no changes in the types of input and output elements are allowed, i.e., the parameter types of the subrule need to be exactly the same types as those of the superrule, which is enforced at compile-time (cf. Table 2 ). Furthermore, Kermeta does not allow to alter the number of parameters between inheriting methods, which is again checked at compile-time. In contrast, concrete rules, which target abstract target classes, are not recognized at compile-time. However, a run-time error is thrown instead. Furthermore, Kermeta reports no warning, if an abstract class, which represents a rule, is never refined by a concrete class, since Kermeta does not implement the rule concept and thus, is not aware of such a problem. With respect to ambiguous rule definitions, this criterion is not applicable in Kermeta, since rules are dispatched according to a single type, only, i.e., multiple dispatching of methods is not supported. Finally, the diamond problem is detected at compile-time, since the problem of inheriting several equally named methods is recognized. To resolve such ambiguities, the user is asked to explicitly decide for a certain method by the usage of the from keyword.
QVT Operational. As demanded by inheriting transformation rules, QVT-O allows for type changes of input elements and output elements in a co-variant manner. If this design principle is disregarded, i.e., if the types are changed in a non co-variant manner, an according error message is shown at compile-time -"Mapping operation has non-conformant signature for inherits". It is not allowed to change the number of parameters in a mapping rule -neither by extension nor by restriction. Consequently, these criteria have been evaluated as not applicable in Table 2 . Regarding concrete rules targeting abstract target classes, QVT-O recognizes this at compile-time by the error message "Result and out parameters of abstract types must be explicitly instantiated in the init-section". In contrast, abstract rules, which are never refined by any concrete rule are not detected -neither at compile-time nor at run-time. With respect to rule ambiguities, this criterion is not applicable, since each rule allows for a single input element, only, which is used for dispatching, i.e., single dispatching is applied. Finally, QVT-O does not recognize the diamond problem. Instead, the latest specified inherited rule is executed.
Declarative Languages
In the following, the static semantics of the declarative languages TGGs and TNs is evaluated.
Triple Graph Grammars. Regarding input elements and output elements, TGGs allow for a co-variant type change of parameters, whereby non co-variant changes are detected at compile-time. To conform to the main principle that applying the subrule should guarantee the existence of the subgraph created by the superrule, only an extension of the number of input and output elements is allowed, which is again ensured statically. With respect to concrete rules, which target abstract classes, this problem is not detected at compile-time, but a run-time error is thrown. Concerning a potential warning for abstract rules which are never refined by any concrete rule, TGGs do not provide any support. Regarding, rule ambiguities, this criterion is not applicable in TGGs, since one input element is allowed at the type level of a TGG rule, only, which is responsible for dispatching the according transformation rule. In case that several rules match for the same input element on the type level, the rule level is investigated. Thereby, it is required that the rules match for disjoint sets of source objects, e.g., built by according conditions. Finally, the diamond problem is detected at compile-time.
Transformation Nets. With respect to input elements and output elements, like TGGs, also TNs allow for a co-variant type change of parameters, whereby non covariant changes are again detected at compile-time. Furthermore, an extension of the number of input and output elements is allowed, whereas a restriction is not possible. This is, since elements, which are not re-specified in the syntax, are nevertheless, inherited. Consequently, it is required that inherited patterns still match in case of input elements (denoted as LHS patterns). In case of output elements (denoted as RHS patterns), the same principle is followed, i.e., although patterns need not to be re-specified in the subrule, they are produced anyway. Concrete rules targeting abstract classes are detected at compile-time by the error message "Only abstract transitions may target abstract target classes". Furthermore, TNs provide a warning, if an abstract rule is never refined by any concrete rule. In contrast to the previous approaches, the rule ambiguity problem may arise in TNs, since multiple input elements are considered for dispatching, i.e., multiple dispatching is performed. However, potentially arising rule ambiguity problems are detected at compile-time. In order to resolve ambiguity problems, the transformation designer may add priorities to transitions in order to manually influence dispatching. Finally, the diamond problem is also recognized at compile-time in TNs. Thereby, a fine-grained check is performed, i.e., an error is only reported, if conflicting assignments are inherited. However, TNs do not provide any means for automatic resolution. 
Hybrid Languages
Finally, this subsection surveys static semantics with respect to the hybrid languages ATL and ETL. ATL. Concerning input and output elements, in ATL a violation of co-variance is detected at run-time, only, resulting in a "feature not found" exception. Regarding the number of input elements, in ATL a run-time error occurs, if the number is changed in any way, i.e., ATL prohibits to extend the number of input elements. ATL does not raise any exception if the number of output elements is restricted, since they are produced, even if they are not re-specified. Concrete rules targeting abstract classes are not detected at compile-time -instead a run-time error is thrown. The same applies for abstract rules which are never refined by any concrete rule. Instead of providing a warning at compile-time, the run-time error "Operation not found" is thrown. In ATL, where also multiple input elements are allowed and thus, multiple dispatching is considered, no exceptions for ambiguous rule definitions are thrown -neither at compile-time nor at run-time. Instead, the first matching rule defined in the file is executed. Finally, in ATL the diamond problem does not apply, since multiple inheritance is not supported.
ETL. With respect to input and output elements, in ETL no error is reported, if the types are changed in a non-covariant way. Instead, a target model with invalid features is created. The restriction of the number of input elements is not applicable, since ETL restricts the number of input elements to exactly one, anyway. If the number of output elements is restricted, a run-time error ("index out of bound" exception) is raised. Concrete rules targeting abstract classes are not detected at compile-time, but run-time errors are thrown instead. In contrast, abstract rules, which are never refined by any concrete rule are not detected at all -neither at compile-time nor at run-time. The problem of ambiguous rule definitions may not arise in ETL, since multiple input elements are not supported. Finally, the diamond problem results in a compile-time error. However, it is recognized at a coarse-grained level, only, since an error is reported in any case, even if no conflicting assignments exist.
Synopsis
In summary, one may see that the checking of the static semantics is still limited in the various transformation languages (cf. Table 2 ). Regarding input and output elements, Kermeta is most restrictive, since no changes in types and number are allowed. In contrast, all the other languages allow for co-variance of input elements and output elements, which is typically ensured at compile-time -the only exceptions are ATL and ETL. In contrast, a potential restriction in number is either not allowed (cf. Kermeta and QVT-O), not possible due to syntactical constraints (cf. ETL), statically checked (cf. TGGs) or not applicable, since the elements, which are not re-specified are nevertheless inherited (cf. TNs and ATL). With respect to concrete rules targeting abstract classes, most of the languages detect this not before run-time, except QVT-O and TNs. Concerning abstract rules which are never refined by any concrete rule, only TNs provide support. The rule ambiguity problem is in four of the six languages rated as not applicable, since a single element is employed for dispatching, only. The only exceptions are TNs and ATL. Finally, the diamond problem is in all languages that support multiple inheritance statically detected, except in QVT-O.
Comparison of Dynamic Semantics
Fig. 14 shows the resulting target models after having executed the specified transformations. It may be seen that the languages produce partly different target models, although syntactically equal transformation logic has been specified. Consequently, the investigated transformation languages exhibit different dynamic semantics. In order to compare the dynamic semantics, the dispatch semantics as well as the execution semantics are investigated in the following (cf. Table 3 ). 
QVT-O
Imperative Languages
Kermeta. Since in Kermeta no explicit rule concept is available, the dynamic semantics of a transformation incorporating inheritance depends on the concrete realization of the rule concept as decided by the transformation designer. For example, type substitutability may be realized, if rules are called accordingly, but may also not be supported, if the transformation designer decides differently. Consequently, the criteria for dynamic semantics have been rated as not applicable. Kermeta provides direct inheritance support in the engine, since it is compiled into Java code.
QVT Operational. In contrast to Kermeta, QVT-O exhibits an explicit rule concept, for which dedicated behavior is defined. The only decision, which is left to the transformation designer is the dispatching of the transformation rules, since in imperative languages, control flow is typically user-defined. Consequently, the subcriteria of the category dispatch semantics have been rated as not applicable. By default, rule applicability semantics for conditions is applied. However, a specifics of QVT-O is that conditions may also be interpreted as preconditions, if a transformation is executed in the so-called strict mode. In case that a condition is not fulfilled in this mode, the transformation throws an exception and terminates execution. Thus, in this mode, conditions act as preconditions that need to be fulfilled by any input model. Regarding execution semantics, inheritance support in the engine in QVT-O is unknown, but it is assumed that direct support in the engine is available, since the implementation builds on Java. Concerning the execution of conditions, surprisingly, an asymmetric completion of the lookup is performed, i.e., conditions are not inherited along the inheritance hierarchy. Consequently, the output model produced by QVT-O deviates from the other output models, since it exhibits an additional Place instance s2, which results from the fact that the State instance s2 fulfills the condition of the subrule, but needs not to fulfill the condition of the superrule. Finally, regarding the execution of assignments, a composing completion of the lookup is performed, i.e., all assignments along the inheritance hierarchy are executed. The actual direction of the lookup is parent-driven, i.e., assignments of superrules are executed before the assignments of the subrule.
Declarative Languages
In the following, the dynamic semantics of the declarative languages TGGs and TNs is evaluated.
Triple Graph Grammars. When regarding the dispatch semantics of TGGs, one might detect that type substitutability is supported. Furthermore, rule applicability semantics for evaluating conditions is employed as may be concluded from the resulting instances in the output model. Concerning the realization of inheritance in the engine (cf. sub-criterion of execution semantics), TGGs do not need an explicit support for the concept, since inheritance is flattened in the syntax already -thus, this criterion has been rated as not applicable. Finally, regarding the execution of conditions and assignments, a composing behavior is automatically given due to the flattening in the syntax. This is also the reason, why direction of the lookup is not applicable.
Transformation Nets. Like TGGs, TNs also support type substitutability as well as rule applicability for conditions when analyzing the dispatch semantics. When taking a look at the execution semantics, one may find that TNs support the con-cept of inheritance in the engine by flattening, i.e., all inherited patterns along the inheritance hierarchy are collected and result in a single transition on the CPN level. Conditions as well as assignments exhibit a composing completion of the lookup, i.e., all inherited conditions and assignments are applied in a transformation rule. Whereas the direction of the lookup in case of conditions happens descendent-driven, i.e., the most specific condition is evaluated first, the direction of the lookup in case of assignments has been evaluated as not applicable, since the assignments occur in a single firing step on the CPN level due to the flattening.
Hybrid Languages
Finally, this subsection surveys dynamic semantics with respect to the hybrid languages ATL and ETL.
ATL. As may be seen in Fig. 14 , the outputs for the d ATL and i ATL solutions are the same. With respect to dispatch semantics, ATL employs type substitutability as well as rule applicability for evaluating conditions. When taking a look at the sub-criteria making up the execution semantics, one may find that the concept of inheritance is not directly supported in the engine, but flattened before execution. Furthermore, conditions as well as assignments exhibit both a composing completion of the lookup. Nevertheless, conditions are evaluated parent-driven, whereas assignments are evaluated descendent-driven. The descendent-driven evaluation of assignments is surprising, since typically assignments must be executed parent-driven in order to achieve override semantics, which is implicitly assumed in ATL. However, ATL accomplishes override semantics by the descendent-driven evaluation of assignments though, since it pursues an optimized composing strategy, i.e., in the flattening process the overridden assignments are removed and thus, for each feature a single assignment remains, only. Please note that only assignments specified within the declarative part of ATL are inherited, whereas the imperative parts, i.e., statements in the do-block, are ignored.
ETL. Concerning dispatch semantics, one may see that ETL does not support type substitutability by default -neither for lazy rules nor for non-lazy rules. This may be inferred from the fact that no Element instances have been created. Instead, d ETL's target model includes a single Place s3, only and i ETL's target model includes no Place instance at all, since no dynamic dispatching for source model instances is supported (cf. Fig. 14) . The dispatch semantics may be modified by annotating rules with @greedy. Such rules also match indirect instances, but the interpretation is different though, since the superrule still regards all instances irrespective of whether the instances have already been matched by subrules or not. Consequently, the application of the rule ModelElem2Element annotated with @greedy would result in both cases, i.e., d ETL and i ETL, in six instances in total: four Element instances s1, s3, t1, and t2 produced by the superrule ModelElem2Element, one Place instance s3 produced by the subrule State2Place, and finally, one Petrinet sm1 stemming from the rule Statemachine2Petrinet. Thus, even if type substitutability is enabled in ETL, the result of the condition evaluation does not influence the dispatch semantics because the superrule always matches all direct and indirect instances, i.e., disregards subrules. Consequently, the criterion condition semantics has been rated as not applicable. Regarding the sub-criteria of the execution semantics, one may first find that ETL provides direct support for the concept of inheritance in the engine. With respect to the execution of conditions and assignments, one may see that both are performed by a composing completion of lookup. However, conditions are evaluated descendent-driven, whereas assignments are evaluated parent-driven, whereby the implicitly assumed override semantics is achieved. Please note that in contrast to ATL, ETL does not exhibit an explicit section for imperative parts and consequently, also imperative parts are inherited to subrules.
Synopsis
In summary, one main difference with respect to dispatch semantics is the application of type substitutability in the different languages as may be seen in Table 3 . Whereas ATL, TGGs, and TNs provide support by default, ETL allows the transformation designer to interfere. However, type substitutability is interpreted differently in ETL anyhow, as discussed above. Furthermore, the imperative languages QVT-O and Kermeta also allow the transformation designer to interfere, since the calling of rules is performed by the transformation designer. Provided that type substitutability is supported, all the languages evaluated provide rule applicability semantics for conditions. This may be inferred from the fact that the output models produced by ATL, TGGs and TNs include an Element instance s1, which has been produced by the superrule ModelElem2Element, since s1 does not fulfill the condition of the specific rule State2Place. Regarding execution semantics, one may find that the concept of inheritance is rarely supported in the engine -typically, inheritance is flattened before execution. Furthermore, conditions are evaluated by a composing completion of the lookup -the only exception thereof is QVT-O, which implements an asymmetric completion of lookup. Finally, all of the transformation languages implement a composing behavior for assignments.
Lessons Learned
This subsection presents lessons learned from our comparison.
Similar Syntax, Different Semantics. As especially the examples in Listing 8 and in Listing 10 reveal, similar syntax does not necessarily lead to the same results, which implies different dynamic semantics. This is undesirable, since the dynamic semantics is not made explicit by any syntactical elements to the transformation designer. Thus, the transformation designer must know the design decisions taken in each transformation language in order to obtain the desired result. Therefore, the current situation concerning rule inheritance is comparable to the situation in the early stages of object-oriented programming, where no common agreements on the dynamic semantics of inheritance had been reached.
Limited Support for Static Semantics. Currently, support for checking the static semantics is limited except in TGGs and TNs. This gives rise to run-time errors or -even worse -to erroneous target instances with no error message. Thus, the tedious task of checking the static semantics is left entirely to the transformation designer. The OCL invariants defined in Section 3.2 for the generic transformation metamodel, may act as a blueprint for developing static checks for specific transformation languages. In particular, transformation languages which are equipped by a metamodel may adopt the present OCL constraints to their specific structures.
Fixed Dynamic Semantics. As introduced above, different kinds of refinement modes may be desirable. The evaluation of the languages has shown, that most of them assume a certain refinement mode, but only QVT-O allows the transformation designer to choose between different options. Thus, most of the languages support only fixed dynamic semantics for rule inheritance. Since different dynamic semantics are suitable for different transformation scenarios, the transformation designer should be enabled to alter the dynamic semantics. The introduction of a super reference as in object-oriented programming languages and already supported in Kermeta would enable the transformation designer to express different refinement modes. Missing Access Modifiers. None of the transformation languages evaluated provide any means to restrict accessability of assignments of a superrule. Instead, all assignments may be accessed by the subrules. However, such access modifiers could be employed to prohibit overriding of assignments in subrules. Furthermore, modifiers to prohibit the overriding of rules are missing, e.g., a keyword with the semantics of final in Java -especially in the context of inheriting whole transformations.
Consequences for Transformation Design. The discovered differences in the interpretation of inheritance lead to profound consequences for transformation design. Concerning ATL, the main restriction is the support for single inheritance, only. Although multiple inheritance may be achieved by simulation, this leads to code duplication reducing the advantages of the concept of inheritance significantly. In contrast, although TGGs and ETL allow for multiple inheritance, they exhibit other intricacies. In case of TGGs, assignments are duplicated in any case. ETL provides a different interpretation of type substitutability, leading to redundant instances. Thus, transformation development demands for a detailed knowledge to achieve exactly the same outcome of a transformation expressed in different transformation languages.
Imperative Languages Provide Freedom but Little Support. When taking a look at the imperative languages evaluated, one might detect that concerning the dynamic semantics much freedom is provided due to the user-defined specification of control flow. This exhibits the advantage that the actual execution semantics of inheritance may be influenced by the transformation designer. Maximal freedom in writing transformations may be achieved by employing general purpose programming languages like Java. To include the concept of transformation rules therein, frameworks for writing transformations have been proposed [ABE + 06]. However, the main drawback of this is that the transformation designer must take care thereof by herself. Especially, how to properly orchestrate lazy rule calls without having dynamic bining seems to be challenging in large model transformations.
Related Work
This section considers three threads of related work. First, we focus on inheritance support in transformation languages, and second, since inheritance is mainly a reuse mechanism, we broaden the scope to other reuse facilities. Finally, inheritance support in rule-based languages beyond the scope of MDE is highlighted.
Inheritance Support in Transformation Languages
Although inheritance plays a vital role in object-oriented modeling, and thus, also in model transformations, no dedicated survey exists to the best of our knowledge. Only a small number of publications mention inheritance, explicitly. Inheritance support in ATL is briefly described in [JK05] , and that in ETL in [KPP08] , but rather on a syntactical level, while the actual execution semantics are left open. A detailed discussion of static semantics that must be considered in TGG rule inheritance may be found in [KKS07] . For graph transformations in general, Bardohl et. al [BEdLT04] introduced type substitutability when executing graph transformation rules, i.e., (ab-stract) supertypes may be used in patterns which are then applicable to subtypes at run-time. Finally, in the QVT standard [OMG09] detailed semantics with respect to inheritance is defined for QVT Operational, only.
Reuse Facilities in Model Transformations
Proposed reuse facilities in the area of model transformations target at different scopes, e.g., within/across transformations or between the same/different metamodels. Consequently, reuse facilities may be divided into five different scopes ranging from reuse in the small to reuse in the large, as detailed in the following. Scope 1. To avoid code duplication, reuse of logic within a single transformation is needed, i.e., the scope is to reuse the same transformation logic between the same metamodels in the same transformation. Proposed reuse facilities for this scope include functions as well as inheritance, whereby functions are supported by nearly all transformation languages, being in contrast to inheritance as already detailed above.
Scope 2. To realize similar transformation logic, reuse of transformation logic between the same metamodels in different transformations is needed. In this context, two main reuse facilities have been proposed -namely superimposition for ATL [WVDSD10] or QVT Relations (cf. redefinition of whole rules in an inheriting transformation) and so-called transformation product lines [KGKG09, Sij10] . Thereby, superimposition allows to build the union of transformation rules from different transformations. Rules may be redefined, i.e., a rule is replaced by a new one if their signatures are identical, and added, whereby it is impossible to reuse the original rule. To deal with variabilities in model transformations, approaches arose that allow transformation designers to explicitly specify potential variabilities in model transformations, which we call transformation product lines (inspired by software product lines). These approaches typically use some variability model, e.g., feature models, to guide the generation of a specific transformation.
Scope 3. Thirdly, reuse of transformation logic may be required across the boundaries of metamodels. In this respect, generic transformations and domain-specific languages (DSLs) have been proposed, whereby genericity allows to parameterize transformation logic with types to abstract from concrete metamodels. Thereby, approaches have been proposed for fine-grained genericity [LAKS09, VP04], i.e., on the level of rules or functions, and coarse-grained genericity [CGdL11, WKR + 11], i.e., on the level of transformations. DSLs provide means to simplify specification of recurring problems in transformations. Two different kinds of DSLs may be distinguished: (i) external DSLs, i.e., the DSL may be used independently from the underlying transformation language, and (ii) internal DSLs, i.e., DSL constructs are embedded in a transformation language. External DSLs have been proposed by [DFV09] and [WKK + 10], which focus on the resolution of structural heterogeneities. In order to execute a DSL-based specification, it has to be translated into a certain executable transformation language. Internal DSLs follow the same principles but differ in the fact that DSL constructs are tightly integrated in a certain transformation language. A representative for internal DSLs is the High Level Navigation Language (HNL) [CJGMB09] , which hides complex OCL navigation expressions using ATL as host language. Furthermore, modularization concepts in the area of graph transformations have been proposed, which allow to encapsulate graph transformation rules in so-called units [KHKK04] . These units may then be imported in a graph transformation and by this reused. . Synopsis. Although a large number of reuse mechanisms including inheritance has been proposed, several shortcomings might be identified, which still represent major barriers to efficient reuse in model transformations. These barriers include, e.g., insufficient abstraction from metamodels, since most of the proposed reuse mechanisms do not allow to decouple transformation logic and concrete metamodels. Furthermore, although mechanisms for reuse have been presented, corresponding repositories of reusable artifacts are still missing. This is in contrast to software engineering, where different kinds of repositories of reusable artifacts exist, ranging from finegrained class-libraries (being delivered with any programming language) over components to coarse-grained frameworks. Finally, the specialization of reusable artifacts is often challenging. For example, in case of inheritance, specialization has potential for improvement, since none of the approaches allows to define reuse policies, e.g., to disallow rule inheritance (cf. final keyword in Java) or to define some access rights (cf. keywords private, protected or public).
In this paper, we have presented a systematic comparison of inheritance support in model-to-model transformation languages. In particular, we considered Kermeta, QVT-O, TGGs, TNs, ATL, and ETL. We (i) identified syntactic concepts required for inheritance, (ii) elaborated on static semantics that should be checked between inheriting rules, and (iii) investigated potential dynamic semantics of rule inheritance. Thus, the design rationales behind the realizations of rule inheritance in different languages have been made explicit.
Since this paper focussed on inheritance in model-to-model transformation languages, future work includes a survey of inheritance in model-to-text transformation languages, e.g., in Xtend 18 . Furthermore, since we considered functional requirements of inheritance only, an investigation of non-functional requirements, e.g., performance measures between transformations employing inheritance and transformations neglecting inheritance may also be an interesting point for future work. Finally, a user study with transformation designers would be of interest to find out, to which extent inheritance is applied in real world transformation examples. R. Paige is Professor of Enterprise Systems at the University of York, where he leads research on modelling, domain-specific languages, agile development and software engineering. He is director of the Engineering Doctorate Centre in Large-Scale Complex IT Systems. He can be reached at richard.paige@york.ac.uk, followed on Twitter at @richpaige, and on the web at http: //www.cs.york.ac.uk/~paige. 
